
 

September 19, 2022 

 

 

Cheryl Laskowski 

Branch Chief, Transportation 

California Air Resources Board 

P.O. Box 2815  

Sacramento, CA 95812 

RE: Recommended LCFS Rulemaking Issue- Integrating New Methodology to Reduce Methane 

Emissions from Large Landfills within CA-GREET 

 (Comment submitted electronically) 

Dear Dr. Laskowski, 

On behalf of Loci Controls, Inc. (“Loci”), I am writing to recommend that due to the urgent 

necessity of achieving short-lived climate pollutant (“SLCP”) emission reductions, the California 

Air Resources Board (“CARB”) should recognize a new methodology to reduce methane 

emissions from large landfills within CARB’s life cycle analysis (“LCA”) modeling for the Low 

Carbon Fuel Standard program (“LCFS”).  The specific methodology recommended here has 

been fully approved by the American Carbon Registry (“ACR”).  It is referenced as the 

“Methodology for the Quantification Monitoring, Reporting and Verification of Greenhouse Gas 

Emission Reductions and Removals from Landfill Gas Destruction and Beneficial Use Projects, 

version 2.0.”  (hereafter the “ACR LFG Methodology”).   CARB’s direct integration of the ACR 

LFG Methodology into the LCFS, or CARB’s development of an analogue in the LCFS to the 

ACR LFG Methodology will spur the use of innovative SLCP technologies that can be broadly 

implemented and thereby provide substantial additional reductions of SLCP emissions. Thus this 

recommended integration is fully aligned with CARB’s priorities, and is replicable at multiple 

landfills across California and the United States. 

Benefits of Integrating New LFG Methodology 

CARB’s integration of an LFG methodology that incentivizes advanced LFG real time data and 

control platform allows for both automated, and on-site action to be taken to maximize landfill 

gas collection efficiency and  to decrease fugitive methane emissions,  into the LCFS would fully 

align with California Public Utility’s Commission recent biomethane decision RE: SB 1440 

which establishes that in the medium term:  

“Landfill gas procurement will be limited to landfill facilities that stop accepting new 

organic waste and implement advanced landfill gas capture automation and monitoring 

technology to decrease fugitive methane emissions, as recommended in the Staff 

Proposal.”1 

 
1 California Public Utilities Commission, “Order Instituting Rulemaking to Adopt Biomethane Standards and 

Requirements, Pipeline Open Access Rules, and Related Enforcement Provisions,” (February 24, 2022), at p. 31, 
available at https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M454/K335/454335009.PDF . 

https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M454/K335/454335009.PDF


 
 
 

 

As has been established during the 2022 Scoping Plan workshop process, California is not fully 

on track to meet SLCP 2030 emission reduction targets.  Currently, California is projected to 

achieve only about 50% of the overall methane reduction target.  Loci has a fully 

commercialized technology that conforms with the ACR LFG Methodology that can reduce the 

forecasted methane reduction shortfall by increasing methane collection at landfills by 13-24%.  

Loci appreciates the opportunity to present this comment and the immediate opportunity to work 

with CARB and landfills in California and elsewhere to begin to close the methane reduction 

gap.  

 

Loci’s Technology:  Engineers from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology founded Loci in 

2013 to develop an integrated system of proven technologies to increase landfill gas (LFG) 

collection capture, which results in significant reduction of methane emissions from landfills.  

Loci subsequently developed the Loci Automated Landfill Gas Collection system (the Loci 

Technology) and has since deployed the Loci Technology on 30 landfills in 17 states.  A recent 

third-party analysis by PTP Informatics of operational data from four operating landfills found 

that the Loci Technology provided a performance improvement of 13-24% increase in methane 

capture or associated landfill gas to energy plant output.2   

 

The American Carbon Registry (ACR) is a leading nonprofit carbon crediting program 

recognized for its strong standards for environmental integrity and its quest to innovate.  ACR 

operates as an Air Resources Board-approved compliance Offset Project Registry and Early 

Action Offset Program for the California carbon market.  In June of 2021, ACR finalized its 

approval of a methodology for monitoring, reporting, and verifying methane and other 

greenhouse gases (GHG) collected using Loci’s technology.  With ACR approval, large landfills 

can now create projects using Loci’s Automated Control Technology to improve gas collection 

over standard manual well-field tuning methods that meet regulatory requirements.  

 

The ACR process was subject to both peer-review and public comment periods, as well as 

revisions to address the peer review and public feedback.  Loci provides the following input to 

the LCFS process with website links so that it is readily available for public review during the 

LCFS rulemaking process.    

 

Access the full ACR protocol development process is available via these links: 

• American Carbon Registry Announcement RE: Approval of New Methodology to 

Reduce Methane Emissions from Large Landfills 

• American Carbon Registry, “Methodology for the Quantification Monitoring, Reporting 

and Verification of Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reductions and Removals from Landfill 

Gas Destruction and Beneficial Use Projects, version 2.0” 

• American Carbon Registry, Protocol Errata and Clarifications  

• Methodology v2.0 Scientific Peer Review Comments and Responses 

• Methodology v2.0 Public Comments and Responses 

 
2 This third-party peer reviewed study has previously been made available to CARB, and is available upon request. 

https://americancarbonregistry.org/about-us/endorsements/california-cap-and-trade-acr-is-an-approved-california-offset-project-registry-and-early-action-offset-program
https://americancarbonregistry.org/about-us/endorsements/california-cap-and-trade-acr-is-an-approved-california-offset-project-registry-and-early-action-offset-program
https://americancarbonregistry.org/news-events/program-announcements/acr-approves-new-methodology-to-reduce-methane-emissions-from-large-landfills
https://americancarbonregistry.org/news-events/program-announcements/acr-approves-new-methodology-to-reduce-methane-emissions-from-large-landfills
https://americancarbonregistry.org/carbon-accounting/standards-methodologies/landfill-gas-destruction-and-beneficial-use-projects/lfg-methodology-v2-f_2021-05-05.pdf
https://americancarbonregistry.org/carbon-accounting/standards-methodologies/landfill-gas-destruction-and-beneficial-use-projects/lfg-methodology-v2-f_2021-05-05.pdf
https://americancarbonregistry.org/carbon-accounting/standards-methodologies/landfill-gas-destruction-and-beneficial-use-projects/lfg-methodology-v2-f_2021-05-05.pdf
https://americancarbonregistry.org/carbon-accounting/standards-methodologies/landfill-gas-destruction-and-beneficial-use-projects/e-c-lfg-methodology-June-2022.pdf
https://americancarbonregistry.org/carbon-accounting/standards-methodologies/landfill-gas-destruction-and-beneficial-use-projects/acr-methodology-peer-review-f_combined.pdf
https://americancarbonregistry.org/carbon-accounting/standards-methodologies/landfill-gas-destruction-and-beneficial-use-projects/acr-methodology-public-comment-response_lfg-methodology_version-2.pdf


 
 
 

 

• Methodology v2.0 Public Comment Version 

• Methodology v2.0 Summary of Changes 

  

In addition to the ACR materials, the following publicly available data developed by Loci at its 

projects is provided as supplemental in-field data to support CARB’s review of the ACR LFG 

Methodology: 

• Data developed at Aria Energy Project in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

• Enerdyne Project in Lawrence, Kansas 

 

To further supplement this request, Loci also submits the attached Technical Paper that provides 

a case study of the implementation of Loci’s automated landfill gas collection technology at the 

McCommas Bluff Landfill in Dallas, Texas, as well as a Performance Assessment of Loci 

Controls Automated Landfill Gas Collection System that was developed by PTP Informatics. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The integration of the ACR LFG Methodology into CARB’s LCA modeling for the LCFS 

program or the development of a CARB analogue to this methodology would speed reductions of 

landfill gas emissions, while fully meeting CARB’s standards of LCFS program integrity.  We 

would welcome the opportunity to provide any further information that would be value to ARB 

on this subject. 

 

Respectfully,  

 

       
      Graham Noyes 

      Representing Loci Controls, Inc. 

 

 

 

 

https://americancarbonregistry.org/carbon-accounting/standards-methodologies/landfill-gas-destruction-and-beneficial-use-projects/lfg-methodology-v2-public-comment_final.pdf
https://americancarbonregistry.org/carbon-accounting/standards-methodologies/landfill-gas-destruction-and-beneficial-use-projects/acr-lfg-methodology-summary-of-changes-v2-0-july-2020.pdf
https://www.locicontrols.com/perch/resources/aria-white-paper-022119-1.pdf
https://www.locicontrols.com/perch/resources/enerdyne-white-paper-041819-1.pdf
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Abstract 
 

Dallas Clean Energy McCommas Bluff, LLC (“DCEMB”) operates one of the largest landfill gas-to-high-BTU projects in the 
United States at the McCommas Bluff Landfill in Dallas, Texas. 
 
Loci Controls (“Loci”) is the leader in automated landfill gas collection. Loci’s products and services provide remote wellfield 
control through a cloud-based software application that maximizes landfill gas collection. Loci products have been installed 
at over 20 projects, including landfill gas-to-electricity projects, and Loci is currently providing automated landfill gas-
collection services to six operational landfill gas to-high-BTU operations. 
 
This paper highlights a case study where Loci provided automated landfill gas collection to DCEMB at the McCommas Bluff 
Landfill. In July 2017, Loci installed landfill gas-collection hardware, controlling 20% of DCEMB’s gas flow and operated those 
60 wells for a year. After reviewing the year’s performance, the data on the aggregate flow was not consistent with the flow 
trends observed at the plant. The Loci wells were showing approximately 20% improvement in aggregate, but the plant was 
not reflecting this trend (in fact, DCEMB reported that they were seeing a decrease in flow at the plant). However, upon 
further investigation, it was discovered that operating only a small percentage of the wellfield, does not effectively manage 
the system’s gas flow, and wells that are tuned more frequently with automated tuning may have been stealing gas from 
neighboring wells and not increasing the overall flow captured. Furthermore, with only this partial installation in place, it 
was unclear whether the overall gas collection on the remainder of the wellfield was trending in the right direction. 
Therefore, Loci and DCEMB agreed to run a trial on 75% or greater of the wellfield gas flow to see if that would deliver 
increased flow at the plant level. Loci installed landfill gas-collection hardware on 200 wells and began operating them in 
December 2018. As soon as Loci’s automated gas-collection operation commenced on this larger scale, there was a marked 
improvement in gas collection when compared to the same month’s performance the year prior, with a 24% average 
improvement in MMBTUs captured from December 2018 through March 2019. Following this latest trial, in April of 2019, 
DCEMB and Loci Controls entered into a 3-year agreement to continue operating the 200 wells, controlling approximately 
75% of the wellfield’s gas flow. 
 
 

Background 

 

Automated Landfill Gas Collection 
 

Founded in 2013 by MIT engineers, Loci Controls is the first company to provide automated landfill gas collection. Loci 
utilizes patented and patent pending technology and control algorithms to monitor and control the landfill gas -collection 
process. Through continuous monitoring and control of the landfill gas-collection system, Loci increases gas-collection 
system efficiency. Loci increases methane collection, gas quality, and profits for landfill gas-to-energy project operators. 
Through the use of wellhead monitoring and automated control, both plant and employee productivity are also improved, 
and there is a significant reduction in man-hours spent manually tuning wells in vast wellfields. Loci’s products and services 
are proven to improve gas-collection efficiency while reducing fugitive emissions and odors emanating from landfills. 
 

The landfill gas-collection system consists of a large number of interconnected vertical gas-collection wells and horizontal 
pipes in trenches. Loci continuously monitors collection wells and makes continuous, incremental valve adjustments to 
maximize the collection of methane from the whole wellfield. Each Loci wellhead-mounted product includes a NIST 
traceable calibration gas bottle and on-demand pressure regulator, which allows for gas-composition sensor calibration 
on an automated, or on-demand basis. Additionally, Loci uses aggregate gas composition measurement equipment, such 
as gas chromatographs, and/or precision gas meters as top-level automation control. This ensures that aggregate gas 
quality meets the plant’s processing requirements. While each landfill has a unique operating environment, Loci’s 
automated gas-collection system has proven to increase gas collection by 10% or more, all while improving the 
productivity of plant and on-site personnel, and mitigating the environmental, health, and safety risks by reducing the 
number of wellfield technician man hours spent in the landfill, and associate 
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Loci’s products and services use wellhead- and header-mounted hardware, connected via cellular networks to its 
WellWatcher® user interface and analytics platform. Working with personnel on site, Loci gas-collection analysts provide 
remote oversight of the landfill gas-collection process. In addition, Loci provides on-site support to help its customers 
optimize the overall gas-collection and gas-to-energy processes. 
 

Loci Controllers and Guardians are wellhead-mounted products with an onboard sensor package that remotely monitors 
pressure, temperature, system vacuum, flow, oxygen, carbon dioxide, methane, and balance gas (calculated). The Controller 
unit is designed for high-flow wells (>15 SCFM) at LFG-to-high-BTU projects where the performance requirements and value 
of incremental gas collection is greatest and required precision with all measurements is down to tenths of a percent. The 
Guardian unit is designed for lower flowing wells at high-BTU projects or for collection wells on gas-to-electricity sites where 
the performance requires precision down to the percentage point. Both the Controller and the Guardian include an 
automated flow valve that regulates the flow at each individual well.  
 
To optimize gas-collection system efficiency, algorithms are used to make fine-tuning adjustments on individual collection 
wells on an ongoing basis. Automation is also used to make simultaneous adjustments to multiple collection wells in 
response to changing gas composition as measured at the plant. In addition, Loci utilizes monitoring-only Sentry devices, 
which are mounted on individual gas headers to provide aggregate gas composition from sectional areas of the landfill. 
 

Dallas Clean Energy McCommas Bluff, Dallas, Texas 
 

The McCommas Bluff landfill in Dallas, Texas began accepting waste in 1980, is an open site, and has approximately 50 
million tons of waste in place. The landfill is owned by The City of Dallas. Dallas Clean Energy McCommas Bluff, LLC 
(managed by Energy Power Partners and its affiliates), owns the landfill gas rights, the landfill gas-collection and control 
system (GCCS), and the landfill gas-to-high-BTU pipeline injection plant. The gas-collection project has been in operation 
since 2000. This project generates Renewable Identification Numbers (RINs) from the methane injected into the pipeline as 
part of the Renewable Fuel Standards Program. 
  
The McCommas Bluff landfill has 390 vertical gas-collection wells and 80 horizontal gas collectors, for a total of 470 gas-
collection points, with average LFG collection of 10,000 SCFM of landfill gas. The landfill has been manually tuned 
historically, with typical gas composition of the landfill gas at the inlet being no less than 55.2% methane. To meet 

pipeline injection requirements, a minimum of 950 BTU, <0.25% O2, <1.5% Nitrogen, and <3% CO2 is required. 
  
The DCEMB plant does not have a Nitrogen Rejection Unit, so nitrogen must be controlled in the wellfield through the 
collection process. The plant uses a proprietary vacuum pressure swing adsorption (VPSA) system processing technology. At 
the plant, the LFG is compressed to over 100 PSIG and sent through a pretreatment system to remove moisture and trace 
constituents. The gas is then processed through the VPSA system to separate carbon dioxide from methane.  In this highly 
automated process, the gas follows a sequence of adsorption, high-pressure rinse, depressurization, evacuation, and re-
pressurization steps. The result is a gas stream of pipeline-quality methane.  
 
The plant has the capacity to process over 15 million cubic feet of LFG into eight million cubic feet of pipeline-quality methane 
per day; enough to supply the needs of up to 20,000 homes. DCEMB delivers the gas into the Atmos Energy Pipeline Company 
distribution pipeline system.  
 

Project 
Automated Landfill Gas Collection on Majority Flow 
 

In the summer of 2017, Loci and DCEMB worked together to deploy an automated landfill gas-collection system at the 
McCommas Bluff Landfill in Dallas, TX.  Loci deployed 60 Controllers, and 11 Sentry units to provide control of 20% of the 
total flow with the automated gas-collection system. Controllers were deployed on wells with historical performance above 
15 SCFM of flow. Ten Sentry H units were installed on key header locations to monitor gas quality from sections of the 
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wellfield and aid in troubleshooting of air intrusions from wells on which Loci did not have Controllers installed. The 
remaining Sentry unit was deployed to monitor inlet gas by relaying the inlet GC readings in real time. The Sentry was used 
to make a direct connection to the ABB PGC 1000 Gas Chromatograph (“GC”) at the EPP plant to monitor aggregate gas 
quality at the plant as a top-level control in the Gas Composition Threshold Automation. Installation on 75% of gas 
collection, plus the data connection to the GC at the DCEMB plant, allowed for optimal operation of the automated landfill 
gas-collection system. 
 
Starting in October 2018, Loci automated landfill gas collection was expanded to 200 collection wells, representing 70% – 
80% of the total gas collection from this landfill.  The 10 Sentry header-monitoring products remain for this expanded 
installation. 
 

Photo 1: Loci Controller unit on well at the McCommas Bluff landfill in 2018 
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Photo 2: Loci WellWatcher® Map of DCEMB wellfield with data shown for a sample well. 
 

 
 
 

Large Site with Challenging Access 
 
As one of the nation’s largest landfill sites, and with the permitted area covering 965 acres, maintaining and tuning the gas-
collection system at DCEMB has historically been challenging.  It is a 2-mile drive to the far side of the landfill from the 
plant/flare station, with 470 collection points and an estimated 37 miles of gas-collection piping. The waste footprint 
currently covers approximately 480 acres, with another 53 acres of new cells ready to be placed into service.  The landfill 
brings in ~6,000 tons per day via 1,800 trucks per day, so the work face and haul roads are constantly moving.  
 
In addition to the sheer size of the site, the landfill design poses several management challenges. Most of the plateau surface 
of the landfill is flat, making it difficult to maintain adequate fall on the gas-collection piping, resulting in condensation 
buildup in the pipes. Older areas of the landfill that have settled is an ongoing process, requiring that landfill gas wells 
constantly need to be disconnected, raised, and later re-connected to the gas-collection and control system. This also entails 
frequently relocating the gas piping. Additionally, the landfill lacks a permanent cap, historic waste compaction is low, and the 
soil cover throughout is fairly porous, facilitating air intrusion. The flat plateau and porous cover also facilitate the infiltration 
of stormwater. With a highly permeable soil cover, gas quality is also very sensitive to changes in ambient atmospheric 
conditions, such as barometric pressure and temperature swings.  

  
Prior to retaining Loci, DCEMB’s internal goal was to manually tune each well twice per month.  Unfortunately, DCEMB’s 
technicians often get diverted to resolve emergencies encountered in the operations and maintenance of the gas-collection 
and control system due to the dynamic and expansive characteristics of the site.  As a result, wells were often only tuned once 
per month, if subsequent extreme weather made accessing the wellfield impossible. Given the size and complexity of the site, 
DCEMB’s staff also did not have the time or resources to analyze the historic manual well-tuning data, or spot trends and 
anomalies in the monthly well-tuning readings.  
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Gas Composition and Flow Tuning Challenges 
 
Prior to retaining Loci, DCEMB’s technicians would tune each well so that it would meet DCEMB’s RNG plant’s incoming gas 
spec during each and every hour up until the next tuning event.  This effectively meant that each well was tuned to the worst-
case condition that could historically be expected to occur during the next 720 hours (in the case of monthly tuning).  As a 
result of this static tuning program, wells were often tuned to a lower flow setting in order to be conservative in terms of gas 
quality, meaning that a fair amount of additional “in spec” gas was not collected during many hours of the month when it was 
available. 
 
During dynamic weather events, the impact of a static tuning regimen posed even greater challenges. In anticipation of a 
high-barometric front approaching the area — typical of the winter months — DCEMB would implement system-wide 
adjustments to the wellfield vacuum.  This typically entailed simply dropping the vacuum at the plant and involved some 
guesswork. Because these changes were applied uniformly across the site and were implemented primarily based on manual 
estimations, flow drops were substantial, gas quality was inconsistent, and plant shutdowns were fairly frequent. In the three 
years prior to incorporating Loci’s 200 units, DCEMB experienced significant total RNG plant downtime due to weather-
induced poor incoming gas quality, with 17 hours of downtime in the 2015-2016 winter, 125 hours of downtime in the 2016-
2017 winter, and 17 hours of downtime in the 2017-2018 winter (Nov-March).  

 
Operational Challenges 
 
The greater Dallas, TX area typically experiences a few rainy seasons throughout the year.  These periods of significant rainfall 
cause huge areas of the (flat) plateau on the landfill to become inaccessible.  Many of the access roads to the wells become 
impassable due to mud and deep ruts.  DCEMB staff would often have to wait up to a week for the areas to dry out so that 
the wells could be reached. 
 
Additionally, oxygen intrusions frequently resulted in a multi-day effort to find the source of the problem before field 
technicians could repair it. If a Fernco coupling or hose breaks loose on a wellhead, the ensuing oxygen intrusion will typically 
contaminate the entire gas flow and shut the RNG plant down. Similarly, air intrusions affecting gas-header pipes, lateral 
pipes, or other sections of the landfill gas-collection and control system would also lead to plant shutdowns. Prior to retaining 
Loci, the DCEMB staff would have to manually inspect all 470 wells and 37 miles of pipe spread over 500 acres in order to find 
the source of a problem. This effort frequently took many hours or days and was made even more difficult when such an 
incident occurred after dark. 

 
 

Results 
 

Automation of landfill gas collection on 200 wells, affecting approximately 75% of flow, has been in continuous operation 

since December 2018. The primary goals of the project for DCEMB are to increase overall CH4 flow and MMBTU/sales, and 
to minimize plant downtime due to the landfill gas-collection system not meeting gas composition specifications. The 
results have been significant and compelling. Overall, MMBTUs/Day sold has increased by 16% from December 2018 – July 
2019, compared to the same 8 months in the prior year. The total plant downtime due to landfill gas quality delivered to 
the plant not meeting specifications has been reduced to zero over the 2018-2019 winter. 
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Figure 1. Sustained Increased LFG Collection Over Manual Tuning. 

 

24/7/365 Monitoring and Control  
 
With the Loci system now in place, site personnel can access data on the monitored wells at any time, freeing up technician 
time for higher value-added tasks and improving operations. DCEMB now only has to tune the wells not controlled by Loci 
approximately once per month, while Loci provides continuous monitoring and control of the Loci-controlled wells to 
maximize methane flow and maintain gas quality. DCEMB’s technicians are now freed up to perform necessary wellfield 
operations and maintenance work without the fear of gas-quality deterioration leading to a potential shutdown of the RNG 
plant. DCEMB estimates the savings being the equivalent of two full-time landfill gas technicians (although they have not 
reduced their staff, nor do they plan to, as knowledgeable wellfield technicians are highly valuable and there remain plenty of 
other tasks to maintain the wellfield than wellfield tuning).    
 
Additionally, Loci has been able to analyze the site data and make recommendations for improved performance and design. 
For example, Loci identified certain wells where the 2” wellheads were restricting the available gas flow.  DCEMB replaced the 
2” wellheads with 3” wellheads, thereby increasing the available gas flow and subsequent RNG sales.  Loci and DCEMB also 
installed the appropriate orifice plates on wells that had very inconsistent and potentially inaccurate tuning readings. The 
proper orifice plates are now providing DCEMB with accurate and reliable data. 

 
Increasing the wellhead size from a 2-inch wellhead to a 3 inch wellhead when the methane composition is above 56%, the 
oxygen and balance gas is low to none and the valve is mostly 100% open, allows the well to be operated at its flow potential. 
On average in these cases a well’s flow can be increased another 10-15%, for example from 90 SCFM to 110 SCFM. Each well 
is unique and results very. The idea is to be able to increase flow to the point balance gas and oxygen as detected and so the 
well can be tuned at the appropriate position to control composition.  
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Gas Composition and Flow  
 
Loci’s original automated gas-collection algorithm uses frequent (hourly) gas-composition and flow measurements at each 
collection well to make small incremental valve adjustments. This automatic “fine tuning” of each collection well results in 
optimized CH4 flow, while maintaining individual well-gas composition requirements within balance gas (N2) and O2 
thresholds. 
While the previous manual-tuning approach required tuning to worst-case conditions throughout the month in order to 
ensure high-quality gas for the duration of the month, Loci’s automated tuning protocol has unlocked new potential in terms 
of gas flow while ensuring that composition thresholds are always maintained.  With continuous tuning throughout the 
month, the automated tuning protocol can be much more responsive than manual tuning.  The Loci automated control 
algorithms pull harder on a well when conditions allow for increased methane flow and acceptable gas composition, and then 
reduce the vacuum applied to the well when needed. As a result, DCEMB can maintain the gas quality with high precision to 
the required gas spec for the RNG plant and downstream sales gas pipeline specification.   
 
In addition to individual well readings, the Loci algorithm uses the plant GC data on aggregate gas composition from the 
entire wellfield, to optimize the landfill gas-collection process. Adjustments to valve positions on each individual collection 
well are weighted by gain factors, which reflect how responsive an individual well’s gas composition is to a given valve 
adjustment. For some collection wells, small valve adjustments have a large impact on gas composition; for other 
collection wells, larger valve adjustments are required to change the gas quality. With full visibility into the plant’s gas 
specs, the Loci algorithm can also make calculated trade-offs to increase flow from particular wells, because even if an 
individual well is temporarily “below-spec” on gas quality, Loci can maintain aggregate composite flow into the plant within 
spec and ensure the well is operating safely.  By adopting this approach, DCEMB has thus eliminated a huge portion of the 
“factor of safety” buffer that it had previously incorporated into its process, which restricted the volume of sales gas.   
 
Furthermore, the gas DCEMB was selling was oftentimes generously exceeding the minimum gas-quality standard that 
DCEMB is obligated to meet with the pipeline company with no financial upside.  Loci’s precision tuning approach has 
contributed to the recovery and sale of 0.5% to 35% of additional MMBTUs for a given day compared to the same day the 
prior year under DCEMB’s prior manual-tuning program.   
 
Loci has also used the aggregate gas composition readings to enable a rapid response algorithm to address changes in 
barometric pressure or other acute weather events. When the BTU value at the GC approaches either the high or low 
limits of a desired range, or process set points, Loci’s automated system makes batch valve adjustments in the wellfield 
to stabilize the BTU values and maintain them within the optimal range. This has resulted in the ability to maintain gas 
quality specs at a much higher rate than the previous approach of manual adjustments to the full wellfield. During the 
first winter (Nov. 2018 – Mar. 2019) that Loci controlled the majority of the gas flow (with 200 units installed), DCEMB 
had zero hours of downtime due to weather-induced poor gas quality.  This translated into increased RNG sales. 

 
Operational Benefits 
 
Loci’s automated landfill gas-control system has provided new visibility into site operations, enabling both rapid problem 
solving in real-time, as well as new insights into the overall operating environment. Continuous well tuning is provided even 
during the worst weather conditions when manual tuning would be impossible. DCEMB can instantly see, on the real-time 
WellWatcher web screen, which collection well or group of wells has experienced a failure resulting in air intrusion so onsite 
staff can to go directly to that well to repair it. This translates into little-to-no plant downtime, as the Loci unit can also 
simultaneously start closing the control valves on other collection wells to compensate for a single struggling collector, until 
DCEMB staff arrives for the repair. This also provides savings in labor costs, as no time is wasted searching for the culprit well.  
Loci header monitors are located on the main subheaders and instantly notify DCEMB as to which area of the landfill they 
should focus their attention on.  This translates into minimizing plant downtime and increasing RNG sales. 
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Graph: Example of quick identification and correction 

 
 

In addition to these benefits from increased data and site visibility, the automated gas-collection and service package 
provides several additional benefits. A Loci employee provides on-site support and is an additional set of eyes/ears that might 
spot something awry in the wellfield that DCEMB staff may have missed. Loci service is available to address/monitor an 
unusual circumstance or event. Loci identifies and alerts DCEMB to variations in gas quality at a given well (where DCEMB 
technicians might never notice such on their own). Since Loci is controlling 75-80% of the total gas flow, DCEMB has found 
that they can get by only tuning the other “non-Loci” wells once per month, although the goal is to read all collector locations 
twice a month.  This also translates into labor savings and frees up the DCEMB staff to work on more pressing O&M-related 
tasks. In addition, Loci provides more stability in the day-to-day gas flows than DCEMB staff could manually provide (as staff 
wouldn’t have time to revisit wells after making tuning adjustments).  The result is that the RNG operation is smoother and 
employee satisfaction has increased as consistency has improved, callouts have decreased, and problems are readily 
identifiable.  
 

Conclusion 
 
The use of automation to optimize landfill-gas collection and improve gas quality has lead to a significant ROI for DCEMB. 
Through constant monitoring and automatic well tuning, DCEMB’s technicians are able to monitor the entire wellfield in real 
time and quickly respond to emergencies should they arise, drastically reducing labor costs. Plus, with a 24% average 
improvement in MMBTUs captured from December 2018 through March 2019, Loci’s initial trial period was a resounding 
success. These results demonstrated a substantial value-add for DCEMB’s business, leading to a 3-year commitment that 
promises to be profitable for Loci Controls and DCEMB alike. 
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Executive Summary 

Loci Controls manufactures and operates automated control and measurement devices for 

active gas collection systems at municipal solid waste (MSW) landfills.  The Loci system is 

mounted to individual landfill gas (LFG) collection wells or along the header system (which are 

larger pipes carrying gas from multiple wells), takes measurements (gas composition, flow, 

temperature, and pressure), and makes automated adjustments according to a programmed logic 

system with user-specified setpoints.  Loci Controls contracted with PTP Informatics, LLC to 

examine operational and performance data of the Loci system at four operating landfill sites, 

each of which have a LFG-to-energy project (three Renewable Natural Gas, or high-BTU 

projects and one electricity generation project). The data and performance assessment covered 

three areas: (i) standalone review of the operation and performance of the Loci system, (ii) 

operation of the Loci system relative to status quo operation of manual landfill gas wellfield 

management, and (iii) orientation of gas system performance at the four Loci system sites within 

the larger population of US MSW landfills with active landfill gas collection systems.   

Key observations are as follows: 

1. Number of Well Adjustments 

The Loci system makes a far greater number of adjustments to individual LFG 

collection wells compared to manual wellfield tuning. Standard practice for manual 

wellfield tuning normally follows US federal regulatory minima, which require once 

monthly measurement of individual LFG wells. Our analysis of measurement and 

adjustment records at one site where the Loci Controls system was installed found 

wells underwent 4.96 valve adjustments per day (95% confidence interval: 4.64 – 

5.28, n = 120 wells), which is approximately 15,000% greater than the standard, 

manual practice of one adjustment per well per month.  These results are generally 

consistent with operation of the Loci system in general and are not particular to the 

site analyzed. The collective effect of establishing setpoints that limit air intrusion, 

frequent measurements, and frequent adjustments toward setpoint, result in more 

effective CH4 collection and reduces the amount of air introduced into the LFG 

collection system. 
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2. Methane Flow: Individual Landfill Gas Collection Wells 

Individual operating records of gas collection wells indicate moderate to strong 

increases in methane flow after the installation and operation of the Loci system. This 

observation is based on an evaluation of 124 wells across two sites with substantive 

historical records.  Further, the Loci system was shown to avoid extended periods 

where little or no gas is collected from a given well, an outcome attributable to the 

algorithm-based automated well adjustment system that increases or decreases 

vacuum applied to the collection well on the basis of frequent measurement of gas 

concentration and other parameters. 

3. Methane Flow: System Wide 

Totalized methane flow rate (representing cumulative flow from a landfill’s entire 

wellfield) showed a marked increase at each site following wide-scale deployment 

(approximately defined as controlling 75% or more of available landfill gas flow1) 

and operation of the Loci system. The near-term performance improvement after Loci 

system installation generally ranged from a 13% to 24% increase in methane flow or 

associated energy plant output, which is the most useful measure of performance 

improvement. Totalized data exhibited variability consistent with normal wellfield 

conditions (e.g., well damage, wells filling with liquid, seasonal weather changes, and 

other factors), but the Loci system further enabled stable and increasing performance 

over time, even when controlling for the installation of new gas collection wells. 

These performance improvements were attributed to the greater degree of control 

enabled by the system, the increased “visibility” of well conditions that enable near-

real-time adjustments, and the automated, 24 hour per day, well adjustment capability 

on an individual and whole-wellfield basis. 

4. Operational Downtime 

Operating data from one site with substantial, historical energy production plant 

records showed a marked decline in the number of operating hours lost because of 

poor inlet gas quality after installation of the Loci system. In the 18 months prior to 

 

1 This definition derives from available data reviewed in this four-site evaluation. Section 3 provides additional, 
relevant discussion. 
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the first major Loci system installation, the plant experienced 59.1 hr of downtime 

attributable to poor inlet gas quality (µ ≈ 3 hr of monthly downtime) and in the 30 

months after the first major Loci system installation, the plant experienced 30.3 hr of 

downtime (µ ≈ 1 hr of monthly downtime). The first full year of extensive Loci 

system installation (year 2019) showed even better performance (µ ≈ 0.5 hr of 

monthly downtime). 

5. Maintenance of Anaerobic Conditions (CH4:CO2 Ratio) 

Operating data at wells with the Loci system were found to consistently maintain 

levels of CH4 relative to CO2 consistent with normal, “healthy” anaerobic waste 

decomposition conditions, which substantially reduces a site’s risk profile (e.g., risk 

associated with “overpulling” on the wellfield, leading to aerobic conditions and 

subsurface heating events) compared to manual operation, provided there is extensive 

wellfield coverage with the Loci system.  

6. Collected Methane Quality Compared to 800+ GCCS in the US 

Annual (year 2018) average site-wide CH4 concentrations at the three sites with the 

Loci system installed in year 2018 were in the top decile when compared to total 

average CH4 concentrations at 844 other operating MSW landfills in the US with 

active gas collection systems, indicating high performance relative to the broader 

population of operating landfill sites in terms of total collected gas quality.  

Based on the data reviewed for four operating sites and assessing a range of evidence 

(inherent nature of the Loci system’s operation, individual well data, totalized gas collection 

data, and comparison to the broader population of MSW landfills), the Loci system provides both 

direct and indirect performance improvements compared to manual gas wellfield operation. 

Using an accumulation of evidence approach, the data showed an increase in CH4 collection both 

in individual well data and total system flow and energy plant data. Further, data from one site 

exhibited a substantial reduction in plant downtime caused by inlet gas quality.  Further, the 

large volume and granularity of data, coupled with feedback mechanisms that enable rapid 

problem identification and system adjustment, reflects a mix of operating quality and 

performance that cannot be matched by standard manual monitoring and operation of a landfill 

gas wellfield. 
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1 Analytic Purpose and Report Scope 

Loci Controls contracted with PTP Informatics, LLC2 to analyze available data from four 

sites at which Loci’s automated landfill gas control system operates and review these data 

against historical site performance to assess if (and by how much) performance at its sites differs 

compared to standard, manual site operating conditions that were present before the Loci system 

was installed. The analysis here necessarily relies on data collected by and provided by others, 

and all site data were taken “as is” and were assumed to be collected using accepted methods 

with calibrated instruments. In addition to reviewing data from Loci sites, PTP Informatics 

collected, analyzed, and synthesized additional, relevant data sets related to landfill gas 

collection systems and their performance, both for comparative analysis with Loci system data 

but also to provide context around the topics of landfill gas production, collection, and 

emissions. The analytic work reported here was performed between December 2019 and April 

2020.  

2 Introduction: Landfill Gas Production and Collection Basics 

2.1 Regulatory Overview – US Federal Rules and Standards 

Municipal solid waste (MSW) landfills are one of the largest anthropogenic sources of 

methane (CH4). Landfill gas (LFG, which principally includes CH4, CO2, and small amounts of a 

wide mix of other gases) is principally produced from anaerobic decomposition of degradable 

organic materials (Figure 1) and volatilization of other chemicals contained in deposited waste.  

Although the amount and composition of LFG production changes over time, the bulk of a 

landfill’s lifetime reflects methanogenic (methane-forming) conditions.  

 

2 This analysis and report were prepared by Jon Powell, Ph.D., P.E., CEO of PTP Informatics, LLC. See Section 6.  
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Figure 1. Generalized Figure of Landfilled Waste Decomposition and Stabilization Phases 

(adapted from Townsend, Powell et al. 2015). The scale is not uniform – the initial/aerobic 

and acid formation stage normally occur at a landfill over several months, with methane 

fermentation occurring over a period of many years.  

Four sets of key federal regulations directly relate to LFG migration, production, 

collection, measurement, and destruction, as summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Summary of Four Key Federal Regulations Related to LFG from MSW Landfills 

Federal Rule Name Code of Federal 
Regulation Section 

Brief Description of 
Applicability to Landfills 
and Landfill Gas 

Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act, Criteria for 
Municipal Solid Waste Landfills 

40 CFR Part 258 Limit odors and lateral 
migration of CH4 into 
structures and beyond the 
property boundary 

New Source Performance 
Standards 

40 CFR Part 60 Subpart 
XXX3 

Design and operational 
standards for LFG collection 
systems 

National Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants 

40 CFR Part 63 Subpart 
AAAA 

Destruction, startup, and 
shutdown procedures for LFG 
collection and control 
systems 

 

3 Section for current NSPS shown for brevity; Emission Guidelines have similar structure as NSPS 
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Federal Rule Name Code of Federal 
Regulation Section 

Brief Description of 
Applicability to Landfills 
and Landfill Gas 

Greenhouse Gas Reporting 
Program 

40 CFR Part 98 Subpart 
HH 

Estimation, measurement, 
and reporting of LFG 
production and (as 
applicable) collection and 
destruction 

 

 Of note in Table 1 are the New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) for MSW landfills 

(analogous rules exist for landfills that existed prior to promulgation of the rule), which in part 

explicitly spell out (i) design standards that active LFG collection systems (hereafter referred to 

as gas collection and control systems (GCCS)) must meet, and (ii) operational standards for 

GCCS after they are constructed, which include monitoring requirements to assess system 

performance and ensure the GCCS is operating as intended by the rule. Although an extensive 

discussion of the nuances of the NSPS rules is beyond the scope of this discussion, relevant 

components of design, operation, and monitoring requirements as specified in the rule are as 

follows: 

1. Individual collectors (usually vertically-constructed or horizontally-constructed wells, see 

Section 2.1) must be designed and specified to provide sufficient coverage of the entire 

landfill. The rule specifies timelines indicating how soon new areas of waste must be 

“covered” by the GCCS. 

2. Individual wells must be operated under a pressure vacuum, in a manner to avoid 

elevated temperatures (which can lead to subsurface oxidation, aerobic conditions, and/or 

subsurface fires), and in a manner to avoid the intrusion of ambient air into the landfill. 

3. Individual wells must be monitored at least monthly and the monitoring event must 

collect data that portrays the operational condition of each collector that is part of the 

permitted GCCS. 

4. LFG that is collected by the GCCS must be destroyed (i.e., combusted or converted into 

less-harmful products), which can be accomplished with flare systems or energy 

conversion systems that utilize or otherwise meet the rule definition of destruction. 

The design of well systems in a GCCS are established as part of a formal GCCS design plan, 

which incorporates necessary calculations and assumptions to demonstrate a system comports 
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with rule requirements. The “coverage” of the landfill is demonstrated at the design stage by 

making a series of engineering judgments and assumptions to show the designed system will 

effectively collect LFG that is produced. Design criteria for wells normally include: 

1. Expected production rate of LFG 

2. Hydraulic characteristics of the waste 

3. Assumed operating conditions (e.g., applied pressure at the well) 

Standard practice for estimating LFG production rates assumes first-order decomposition 

kinetics as shown in the following equation: 

 

Where S is the start of the calculation year; MCF is the methane correction factor, DOC is 

degradable organic carbon, DOCF is the fraction of DOC dissimilated, F is the fraction of CH4 

present in the LFG; k is a decomposition rate constant, and Wx is the quantity of waste disposed 

of in a given year.  

 A designer will use the equation above (or some variant) to predict the amount of LFG 

produced on an annual basis. Usually, the only measured value available for the equation is the 

quantity of waste disposed of at the landfill, which is based on historical scale records from the 

landfill site and expected future amounts. Even when site-specific weight records are used, the 

amount of modeled LFG production depends on the specific materials within the waste and the 

characteristics of the materials – Figure 2 displays compositional data for MSW landfilled in the 

US as of 2018. As the figure shows, a wide range of materials are disposed of into landfills, each 

of which has variable ability or tendency to decompose and generate LFG (e.g., food waste is 

generally quickly degradable, paper is moderately degradable, and soil/inert material and metals 

will not appreciably degrade). The composition going into a specific landfill will vary from the 

values shown in Figure 2 and will change over time, which directly influences both the DOC and 

DOCF variables in the LFG production equation. Further, the other factors influencing the 

estimate of LFG production are usually taken from the grey literature (e.g., technical papers, 

government reports, and the like) or peer-reviewed literature, rather than site measurements. 

Thus, accurately predicting the amount of LFG produced for a given point in time can be 
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challenging and is subject to a wide amount of error. Despite these limitations, the approach 

described above reflects the state-of-the-practice for GCCS design, and the proximity of the 

design’s specifications to accommodating actual site conditions after system construction 

directly affects the quality of the GCCS operation and overall LFG collection and emission 

outcomes. 

 

Figure 2. Breakout of Landfilled Components of MSW, Year 20184.  

The design process also must use assumptions regarding the hydraulic characteristics of 

waste, which (along with assuming an applied vacuum pressure at the well) directly influences 

the apparent area or radius of influence of a given collector. When the designer establishes these 

values, wells are placed on a map of the landfill and this becomes the basis for how the GCCS 

wellfield is built. Just as the variable amounts and types of waste influence characteristics like 

degradability, the hydraulic characteristics are also influenced and can vary widely over time and 

space in the landfill. Figure 3 portrays an illustration of this concept, which shows extensive 

 

4 Powell (2020). Research Brief: Materials Landfilled in the United States and Opportunities to Increase Materials 
Recovery, 2018 Update. Incorporates methods and data from Powell and Chertow 2018.  
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measurements of air permeability (a measurement of how readily a gas can move through a 

defined cross-sectional area) at a full-scale operating landfill. The figure shows that air 

permeability substantially decreases – by two orders of magnitude – as the landfill gets deeper, 

which can be attributed to greater overburden pressures at depth and a greater moisture content 

relative to areas of the landfill closer to the surface. These observations are critical, as substantial 

differences in hydraulic characteristics of waste – namely, the ease with which gas produced 

surrounding a well can be pulled into the well and into the GCCS – should be expected in real-

world conditions. As demonstrated, design tools can only be made to guard against these 

differences, therefore the actual operating conditions (i.e., degree of applied pressure at the well, 

the removal of flow impediments like built-up liquid) serve as a critical hedge against poor 

GCCS performance. 

 

Figure 3. Relationship Between Waste Depth and Air Permeability of Compacted MSW 

(adapted from Jain et al. 2005).   
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2.2 GCCS Components and Performance Characteristics 

GCCS designs share a common principle: placing individual collection points, networking 

the collection points together, and routing the collected gas to one or more points where the gas 

is destroyed or otherwise converted. Figure 4 gives a simplified cross-section of an MSW landfill 

showing the major collection components. When a GCCS is initially built, standard practice is to 

build out the wellfield consistent with the design plan, covering the areas that must undergo 

active collection per the site’s permit. As a landfill continues operating, new wells are added to 

collect LFG from newer areas of the site, and typically older wells can be extended or otherwise 

replaced, the degree to which is based on the amount and frequency of damage incurred by the 

system during operations and on the landfill’s sequence of filling waste.  

  

Figure 4. Schematic of Typical GCCS Components at MSW Landfills (Adapted from 

Townsend, Powell et al. 2015) 

 A closer view of a typical vertically-oriented LFG collection well is provided in Figure 5. 

As shown in the figure, vertical wells have protective rock surrounding a perforated section of 

pipe, which transitions to solid pipe closer to the surface to reduce the potential for air intrusion 

through the landfill surface and into the waste. Above the surface, a wellhead assembly provides 

the opportunity to collect regulation-required monitoring data, which can be done through 
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measurement with a specialized LFG monitoring instrument. With few exceptions, every well 

connected to the GCCS must be operated according to federal NSPS operational standards, 

which includes operating under a vacuum with an oxygen concentration <5% and a temperature 

<131 ℉.  

 Monitoring wells at a GCCS must be done once monthly (per Federal NSPS rules) and is 

normally accomplished manually by a human operator and a calibrated instrument.  Taking a 

measurement from one well normally takes at least a few minutes with industry standard 

equipment like a GEM-5000. Once a measurement is complete, the wellfield operator can make 

an adjustment to the well (e.g., increase or decrease vacuum pressure depending on the 

information gleaned from the measurement) and moves on to the next measurement point on foot 

or by vehicle. The time to complete the regulatory-required monthly wellfield measurement in 

this manner may take one or more days depending on the size of the wellfield and other factors.  

The performance of GCCS in strict quantitative terms is not well understood. Although 

the literature has reported on individual studies of efficiency (taken as the amount of gas 

collected compared to the total gas produced), such measurements can be subject to large error, 

principally because of challenges in creating accurate predictions of LFG production (see Section 

2.1 for further discussion). Additionally, measuring LFG emissions (which would be a useful 

component of a total site mass balance and give a clearer understanding of likely efficiency) is 

only sparingly done quarterly, and the regulatory-required fashion of measuring surface 

emissions only covers a relatively small fraction of the total landfill surface, and normally takes 

several hours or more to complete, thereby missing critical dynamics of gas migration through 

the landfill surface. Additional methods of measuring emissions through the cover have been 

developed, but have mostly been deployed in research contexts. 
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Figure 5. Detail Cross-Section of Vertical LFG Collection Well Components (Adapted from 

Townsend, Powell et al. 2015). Note that this reflects a well installed at a landfill with a 

closure cap in place – at a landfill that is open, the surface would contain cover soil but 

likely no geosynthetic cap. 

 The best measurement of landfill performance comes from data reported to the US EPA’s 

Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program. In brief, MSW landfills sites required to report to the 

program (i.e., those exceeding a CO2-equivalent emissions threshold, reflecting about 90% of 

operating MSW landfills)  submit data indicating the total area of landfill surface covered by a 

gas collection system and the total area not covered by a gas collection system – in all, the 

program uses five unique surfaces with a different assigned default value of gas collection 

efficiency. The assigned default values were established by US EPA during the development of 

the Greenhouse Gas Reporting Rule and reflect a combination of literature-reported values and 

public feedback. Once information about the area of each surface type is entered by an individual 
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site, a weighted-average LFG collection efficiency is computed and reported. Figure 6 

summarizes the reported LFG collection efficiency for 847 landfills reporting to this program in 

2018.  

 

 

Figure 6. Reported Gas Collection Efficiency at Landfills Reporting to the US Greenhouse 

Gas Reporting Program, Year 2018 (n = 847 Landfills) 

 The figure shows a wide range of reported, calculated LFG collection efficiencies, 

ranging from less than 10% to 95%. There is a cluster of sites showing 95% efficiency, which 

reflects landfills that are closed and have GCCS infrastructure covering the entire landfill area. 

The data in Figure 6 can be a useful benchmark – in principal, LFG collection efficiency is 

expected to be better at closed landfills (in Figure 6, µ = 86%, n = 154), as the surface has a low-

permeability cap per federal MSW landfill regulations, and GCCS coverage is complete. Open 

(i.e., actively-operating; in Figure 6, µ = 69%, n = 693 sites) landfills tend to have a lower LFG 

collection efficiency because there are often areas which have newly-placed (and more quickly 

degradable) waste without any companion GCCS infrastructure. Although not ideal from an 

emissions perspective (and, as applicable, an energy production perspective), such a phased 

approach for open landfills is consistent with allowable practice in the federal NSPS regulations. 

 We further gathered information on well characteristics – Figure 7 displays a histogram 

summarizing the number of landfills with a given range of installed LFG collection wells. Nearly 

two-thirds of landfills with active GCCS have fewer than 100 wells installed. A substantial 
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number of sites have more than 200 individual collectors. The differential in number of wells 

will principally be a function well type well installed (which is usually constrained by the surface 

area containing waste – a common design rule-of-thumb is approximately 30-m spacing between 

wells) and (or) the use of horizontal collectors, which tend to be spaced closer together than 

vertical wells.  

 

Figure 7. Number of Gas Collection Wells Installed at Landfills with Active Gas Collection 

Systems in the US, Per the US Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program, Year 2018.  

The typical performance of active LFG collection wells, as measured by the total mass of 

methane collected in a given year, is presented in Figure 8. The methane flow for the average 

well at active landfills far outstrips that at closed landfills, owing to the relatively weaker rates of 

gas production observed in older waste. Here, the difference in median CH4 collection rates is 

about 50 Mg of CH4 per well per year. The figure also shows a far wider distribution of CH4 

recovery rates at open landfills, which is expected in view of the kinetics of LFG production and 

the potential for some sites to (at least temporarily) display outsize recovery amounts during the 

initial years following waste placement. 
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Figure 8. Comparison of Collected Methane, Mass Basis, at Closed and Open Landfills in 

the US. The Violin (Outer) Plots5 Represent the Overall Distribution of Data, While the 

Box-and-Whisker (Inner) Plots Show the Median, 25th and 75th Percentiles (i.e., the 

interquartile range (IQR)), and the whiskers represent 1.5 times the IQR 

2.3 Loci System Overview and Description of Operating Sites Analyzed 

Loci Controls manufactures two types of products (sentry, intended for header monitoring, 

and controller/guardian, an integrated product that is installed on individual collection wells that 

includes monitoring and control capability). Loci’s products are intended to be deployed at 

individual wells and can be deployed at one or more locations in GCCS header systems. 

Fundamental aspects of the Loci system include the following: 

1. Optical sensors to measure LFG composition 

 

5 The violin plots show a probability density via a kernel density plot – the display less than zero is simply an 
outcome of how these types of displays are visualized at values near 0, but to be clear all methane collection flow 
data are greater than zero. 
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2. Flow measurement device (in-device or coupled with a flow meter – orifice plate or 

pitot tube) 

3. Remotely-activated valve controller coupled with algorithm-driven automation with 

site-specific LFG quality setpoints 

4. A cellular-connected online platform for data compilation and real-time performance 

evaluation 

5. Batteries and solar panels 

6. Real time text, or e-mail alert system to accelerate detection, and corrective action for 

mechanical or gas collection system problems. 

7.  Remote automatic and on-demand calibration, with NIST-traceable calibration gas   

An image of an installed Loci system is provided in Figure 9.  Although its development 

has evolved over time, as of this writing there are two algorithms used to automate valve 

adjustments that dictate LFG extraction conditions at each well. The first (referred to as a “Fine 

Tuning” Algorithm) is a well-by-well automation that collects a well gas composition 

measurement at a defined interval (a common interval is every 1 hour6), then makes an 

adjustment to the well’s valve on the basis of the result of the reading (a common interval is 

every 3 hours).  A common example is that if a reading for a well has a CH4 concentration less 

than the system set point, the valve will be closed a small amount. The automation continues in 

this fashion, adjusting the valve position up and down, to keep the well’s operation within the 

desired operating limits. A second automation (referred to as the Aggregate Gas Composition 

algorithm, which is an optional deployment at a Loci installation) can create batch adjustments to 

many wells on the basis of aggregate LFG quality characteristics at an hourly frequency. A 

simple example here is if measurement at a header pipe (e.g., at a point just prior to entering an 

energy conversion plant) shows less-than-desired LFG quality, multiple valves may be 

incrementally throttled to reduce vacuum pressure to help bring the BTU content back above the 

site’s specified threshold.  

  

 

6 Per personal communication with Loci Controls, April 2020. 
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Figure 9. View of Vertical Landfill Gas Collection Well Equipped with the Loci System 

(image source: Loci Controls).  

Four US-based sites where Loci operates volunteered to provide data as part of this effort. 

The data request was initiated in mid-December 2019 and we worked iteratively with Loci and 

indirectly with its site partners and the data collection phase was considered complete on 25 

February 2020.  We were provided multiple years of operating data including manual well 

measurements, total gas flow (including composition and other information), Loci operating 

data, and variable amounts of site information (e.g., design plans, drawings, etc.).  

The four sites and their information has been de-identified as part of a confidentiality request 

– here, use a consistent, anonymous set of names for each site (Site A, Site B, Site C, and Site 

D). Three of the four sites (A, B, and D) are “high-BTU” LFG-to-energy projects that upgrade 

the collected gas to nearly 100% methane, and these three also incorporate the Loci Aggregate 

Gas Composition algorithm. Site C is a LFG-to-energy project that converts the collected LFG 

into electricity and does not incorporate the Aggregate Gas Composition algorithm. 
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3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Individual Well Measurement and Adjustment 

The first evaluation of individual well operation includes assessing the frequency of well 

adjustments at individual wells. Figure 10 displays a summary of historical average adjustment 

data at Site D.  

 

 

Figure 10. Average Number of Daily Well Valve Adjustments By the Loci System at Site D.  

Each bar represents a unique gas collection well, and the y-axis represents the average 

number of valve adjustments made to the well per day during the well’s full operating 

period since installing the Loci system.   

On average, wells shown in Figure 10 had 4.96 valve adjustments (95% confidence 

interval (CI): +/- 0.32) per day, with the average number of days in operation for the Loci system 

of 455.  As a point of comparison, on average a well with the Loci system made approximately 

15,000% more adjustments on a monthly basis compared to standard wellfield operating practice 

with one measurement and one adjustment per month.  

As described in Section 2, the Loci system collects an LFG composition reading at a 

defined interval and, depending on the result of the reading, automatically adjusts the well’s 

valve to bring the well closer to a defined setpoint. Thus, if the concentration of CH4 drifts away 
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from the set point in successive readings, the valve will be closed a small amount (0.5% per 

adjustment7, based on a 0% (fully closed) to 100% (fully open) scale). The valve adjustment 

frequency data indicates a few important implications: (i) LFG concentration on a per-well basis 

is dynamic and non-uniform over time – some wells require more or less adjustment depending 

on a host of factors, (ii) more frequent measurement and adjustment, tied to a defined setpoint 

that maximizes CH4 and minimizes atmospheric air intrusion, should result in steadier LFG 

composition compared to less frequent measurement and adjustment, and (iii) more frequent 

measurement and adjustment should unearth well issues more quickly, resulting in shorter 

periods of poor performance.  

3.2 Individual Well Performance Comparison 

 

Figure 11. Difference in Per-Well Mean CH4 Flow Rate. Each Bar Represents the 

Difference in Average CH4 Flow Rate After Installation of the Loci System and Before 

Installation of the Loci System.  Data Represents Wells with At Least 5 “Before” 

Measurements and 5 “After” Measurements, and All Data Reflect GEM Measurements. 

Two of the four sites analyzed (Site A and Site B) had sufficient historical (before Loci) 

and contemporary (after Loci) data to enable a comparison of individual well performance before 

 

7 Personal communication with Loci Controls, 26 March 2020. 
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and after Loci installation. Here “sufficient historical data” means at least five measurements 

before and 5 measurements after installation with a common measurement device (in this case, a 

GEM analyzer or equivalent).  

Figure 11 shows a comparison of manual measurements at 21 wells operating at Site A. 

All 21 wells are outfitted with the Loci system, and the figure compares the difference in average 

CH4 flow after installing the Loci system compared with the average CH4 flow at the well before 

installing the Loci system.  Data for each bar reflects manual measurements with a hand-held 

LFG monitoring device. Fourteen of 21 wells showed an average CH4 flow increase (range: 0.1 – 

27.3 scfm). Of the fourteen, four wells had a historical CH4 flow of zero, implying the use of the 

Loci system enabled more frequent measurement to enable a consistent amount of LFG flow as 

intended in the system design. The remaining wells had a wide range of increases (min: 3% 

increase in average CH4 flow, max: 547% increase). The seven wells that had a reduced CH4 

flow rate had more modest absolute values when compared to the observed increases (largest 

decline: -43%, smallest decline: -7%). These data point toward an overall, sustained increase in 

CH4 flow following the installation of the Loci system. An important point to note is the 

infrequent measurements with the hand-held instruments paint an incomplete picture – additional 

observations on this phenomenon are presented later in this section. 

Figure 12 presents a before and after comparison of individual well performance for Site 

B. A total of 93 wells are represented in the figure – of the 93 wells, 48 showed an average 

increase and 45 wells showed an average decrease. As the figure shows, the magnitude of change 

in both directions appear to be near parity, with a few exceptions at the left end. As with Figure 

11, we note that the use of manually-collected GEM data as the sole basis to gauge relative 

performance has its limitations, principally in the small number of available measurements with 

which to compare central tendencies. 
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Figure 12. Comparison of Mean CH4 Flow After and Before Loci System Installation at 

Site B. The figure represents individual gas collection wells with at least five measurements 

before and five measurements after. Data only represent GEM measurements.  

   

 We developed Figure 13 to illustrate the difference that frequent measurement and 

adjustment can have on well performance, and how this paradigm compares to the status quo 

scenario of monthly measurements. The figure portrays historical performance of one collection 

well at Site B. The top portion of the figure reflects manual, monthly readings, and the bottom 

portion of the figure reflects output from the Loci system after its installation at the well. Several 

observations are evident from the figure. First, we can see that, in general, the magnitude of CH4 

flow measured by the portable instrument is consistent with the Loci output at a couple of points 

in time – initially, just after Loci system installation, and for the period after March 2019. A 

more comprehensive view of day-to-day operation of the well is evident upon examining the 

Loci data. Further, more insight into macro trends is evident – first, it can be seen that the 

historical CH4 flow in the well was around 10 scfm, but the well maintains a flow for an 

extended period around 60 SCFM. A few cases are evident when the CH4 flow dipped, which 
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could be attributable to issues at or adjacent to the well (e.g., the well filling with liquid8), but the 

continuous measurement enabled remediation and restoration of flow to a range from around 30 

SCFM to 60 SCFM through the end of 2019.   

 

Figure 13. Comparison of Instantaneous CH4 Flow Rate as Measured by Portable GEM 

Analyzer (top) and Loci System (bottom), Site B.  The Red Vertical Line in the Top Figure 

Reflects the Time at Which the Loci System was Installed.  

 

 

8 Liquid could be condensation from saturated landfill gas cooling once it is above the surface, resulting in 
condensation draining back into the well. Liquid could also be landfill leachate, which is liquid that is present in the 
waste when it is delivered to the landfill or rainfall that percolates into the waste during operations. 
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Figure 14. Historical CH4 flow at a selected well from Site C before and after Loci system 

installation.  

 The improvement in CH4 flow is further illustrated in Figure 14, which displays a 

historical trend at a well from Site C. The data shows that, except for the initial few 

measurements, CH4 flow readings at this site historically showed 0 SCFM. The well was newly-

installed in 2017, so the data shown in Figure 14 reflect the entire history of the well. The 

consistent readings of zero suggest one or a combination of issues with the measurement device, 

(1) sub-optimal well valve adjustment, and/or (2) system clogging (e.g., liquid build-up inside of 

the well). Regardless of the case, the figure shows dramatic improvement in CH4 flow – although 
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there are still occasional zero readings after Loci system installation, the well maintains over 

time (as supported by frequent measurements) an average flow rate of about 30 SCFM. The data 

in Figure 14 further bolster the benefit provided by frequent measurement and system 

adjustment, as this well that was apparently unproductive for months at a time, was immediately 

transitioned into elevated production after installation of the Loci system. The results in Figure 

14 are not unique to that well – of 37 wells at the site, we observed 25 cases where a well had 

historically low flow that was immediately improved after operating the Loci system.   

3.3 Operation Within NSPS Guidelines 

As described in Section 2, there are concerns regarding air intrusion into landfills causing 

aerobic conditions, subsurface oxidation, and subsurface fires. Such conditions can lead to 

serious consequences in the form of rapid, isolated settlement, substantial and sustained damage 

to key infrastructure, excessive emissions, and difficult-to-control reactions.  This section 

examines the consistency of operation for wells equipped with the Loci system with specific 

regard to gas composition. Prior to discussing the data, a brief bit of background on air intrusion, 

subsurface oxidation, and landfill fires is presented.  

The federal NSPS operational requirements in part limit the concentration of certain gases 

at individual wellheads to avoid air intrusion and its concomitant effects. A useful indicator of 

“healthy” anaerobic conditions is the ratio of CH4 to CO2 at individual wells. In theory (and as 

indicated in Figure 1), anaerobic decomposition of waste should yield a proportion of CH4 to 

CO2 at about a ratio of 1.2 to 1.5. Active GCCS that are operated in a manner that “over-pulls” 

with uneven and/or excessive vacuum pressure can lead to undesirable aerobic conditions and 

the negative effects described above.  

For illustration of the deleterious effects of wellfield over-pulling, Figure 15 summarizes 

published research at an MSW landfill that sustained substantial damage and a series of 

challenging consequences resulting partly from subsurface oxidation of waste. The figure shows 

the relationship between the ratio of CH4 to CO2 at a select group of wells, and the trend of 

measured temperature as a function of this ratio is evident: as CH4:CO2 declines, temperature 

increases sharply.   
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Figure 15. Relationship Between Landfill Gas Wellhead Temperature and the Ratio of CH4 

to CO2 Concentration. Figure adapted from Jafari et al. 2017.  

 A companion concern regarding subsurface oxidation, aerobic conditions, and increased 

waste temperatures is the fact that fires at landfills are somewhat common. Figure 16 

summarizes the number of reported fires at MSW landfills in a 7-year period from 2004 through 

2010 – as the figure shows, of the 869 landfills with operating GCCS during this time frame, 402 

also had at least one reported fire. Of these sites, 151 had more than one reported fire. Evidence 

suggests that although landfill operators have standard methods to deal with fires, which 

normally involve suppressing the fire with dirt, aerobic conditions and increased temperatures 

can re-heat the area, and dissipating the heat can be quite challenging and expensive.   
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Figure 16. Summary of Reported Fires at US MSW Landfills With and Without Active Gas 

Collection Systems (adapted from Powell et al. 2016).  

 Figure 17 presents a summary of historical operational data at 146 wells installed at Site 

B taken from Loci system data. A few observations are evident from the figure. First, in every 

case, the CH4:CO2 ratio is between 1.2 and 1.5. Although most of the data appear to be points, 

each mark represents the mean plus the 95% CI – thus, all wells fall within the ideal anaerobic 

range for operating gas wells, and do so quite consistently over time. The pooled mean CH4:CO2 

ratio across all wells is 1.34, and Figure 17 reflects approximately 1.1 million measurements for 

the 146 wells during the Loci system’s operation. These results are broadly consistent with 

previously-displayed individual well results that reflect the rapid opening and closing of valves 

in response to specified setpoints. In all, these results provide evidence that frequent 

measurement and automated operation to force wells to operate within a target range would 

reduce the risk of operating one or multiple wells for extended periods in a manner leading to air 

intrusion. By contrast, the limited measurements of manual operation, coupled with evident 

occurrence that dynamic conditions within the landfill can necessitate easing back of vacuum 

pressure for a short time, suggests the relative risk in this regard is far less with the Loci system 

compared to manual wellfield operations. Put another way, if a well begins over-pulling, an 

operator may not become aware of this situation for up to 30 days, as the over-pulling may not 
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be evident in totalized flow data and the operator in this case has no mechanism to know if over-

pulling is occurring until her or his next set of well measurements are collected. 

 

 

Figure 17. Computed Average and 95% Confidence Interval of the Mean for Measured 

CH4 to CO2 for 146 Gas Collection Wells Site B.  

 

3.4 Totalized System Flow and Performance Assessment  

In this section, GCCS performance is observed through the lens of total flow from the 

wellfield and companion trends. Because landfills are dynamic systems, changes in total gas 

flow may vary for a variety of reasons: 

• Differences in barometric pressure, which increase or decrease the differential pressure 

between the landfill and the atmosphere, results in a differential pressure gradient making 

it easier or more difficult to extract gas 

• Changes in ambient temperatures, as colder temperatures can slow down the activity of 

methanogenic bacteria that are decomposing organics within the waste mass 
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• Addition of new waste, as more waste directly adds to the potential methane production 

rate as described in Section 2 

• The installation of new gas collection wells 

• The damage to or declining performance of individual wells  

Although as described above there are multiple factors influencing total LFG flow at a 

landfill, we examined data from multiple Loci sites to assess trends on overall performance (i.e., 

CH4 flow) and related factors.  

 

Figure 18. Plot of Instantaneous Daily Total GCCS CH4 Flow Rate Measurements Over 

Time (Points), New Loci Units Installed (Bars), and New/Replacement Gas Collection Well 

Installation (Notations) at Site D.   

Figure 18 shows the temporal trend of total methane flow and the progressive 

deployment of the Loci system, along with new and replacement gas collection wells.  The 

GCCS was relatively new in April 2018, and a steadily increasing trend is shown at first, 

although the increase likely cannot be attributed to the Loci system as only a few installations 
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were operating. A substantive Loci system deployment occurred in July 2018, with progressive 

installations coming online in subsequent months. One key trend is the steady, but erratic, 

increase in flow from late 2018 through mid-2019, which occurred despite no new well additions 

to the GCCS. The increase can be attributed both to the progressive installation of the Loci 

system and to the deployment of Loci’s Aggregate Gas Composition algorithm that enables 

batch wellfield adjustment based on totalized flow inlet specifications. After mid-2019, there 

continued to be progressive Loci system installations (including a large installation in December 

2019) along with the addition of new gas wells (14 in May 2019 and 7 in December 2019 began 

operation) and 9 replacement gas collection wells (December 2019). The new and replacement 

well installations make discerning a specific trend attributable to the Loci system difficult. 

However, the Figure shows a series of declining flows – despite installation of several new wells 

– in July and August 2019, and again in September and October 2019. Following this period, 

however, is a sharp increase to flow rates not reached previously.  There appears to be two clear 

instances (December 2018 through May 2019 and November 2019 through December 2019) 

where increases appear to be mostly attributable to the operation of the Loci system. In these 

cases, the magnitude of flow increase was approximately 25% and 14%, respectively, compared 

to previous highs.  

Figure 19 provides another view of the totalized flow at Site D, but with the Loci 

installation schedule removed and a trendline in its place. The trendline shows the best-fit linear 

model, along with a shaded area reflecting the 95% CI of the mean throughout the period of 

measurement shown. The figure clearly shows that, although peaks and troughs are evident from 

time to time, the overall trend is a steady increase, which as established can be specifically 

attributed to the Loci system in at least two distinct periods, with the remaining factors 

influencing flow increase attributable to the addition of new waste, the installation of new wells, 

and replacement of low-performing wells. 
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Figure 19. Instantaneous Daily Total GCCS Flow Rate Measurements Over Time, Site D. 

The best-fit linear regression line is represented with a blue line, and the gray shading 

reflects the 95% confidence interval of the mean over time.  

 Figure 20 presents a temporal trend of totalized flow at Site C. In contrast to the Site B 

depicted in Figures 18 and 19, Site C had the Loci system installed at every well, with the bulk 

of Loci systems installed in June 2019 and all installs completed by August 2019. No new or 

replacement gas collection wells were installed after 2016, so because of the batch installation 

schedule of the Loci system and the lack of new wells added, specific trends with respect to the 

Loci system impacts on overall performance can be better pinpointed, compared to Site B. 

Displayed in the figure are the average measured monthly CH4 flow and the net plant output 

(Site C has a LFG-to-electricity system). The figure shows that, expectedly, the net plant output 

and CH4 flow follow a similar pattern. The data show that in the month immediately following 

Loci system installation, CH4 flow increased approximately 9%, with a similarly-large increase 
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in net plant output. Two months later, CH4 flow is approximately 14% greater than the month 

just prior to the Loci system installation.  

 

Figure 20. Temporal Trend of Monthly Average Methane Flow and Net Plant Output at 

Loci Site C. The Loci System was Installed to Cover the Entire Gas Collection System 

Wellfield in Late June 20199.    

Figure 21 presents net plant output data for Site C, but in a manner enabling month-wise 

comparisons for each year data are available. All six months showed a year-over-year increase 

from 2018 to 2019, from a low of 1.6% to a high of 24.3% and four out of six months showing 

more than a 13% increase. In both cases (the review of instantaneous increase in flow and plant 

output and the month-to-month comparison across years), a consistent increasing trend is 

observed, and in more cases than not, approximately on the order of nearly 13% to 24%. Note 

that the first data points in early 2017 reflect the start-up of the GCCS – the performance in early 

2017 is relatively strong because the GCCS infrastructure is in its most pristine condition. Over 

time, GCCS components undergo normal wear-and-tear (e.g., shifting of header pipes, 

 

9 Based on personal communication with Loci Systems and available operating records for the Loci system at this 
site. 
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breakdown of adhesive compounds, clogging of wells), the effects of which are identified and 

addressed as part of ongoing GCCS management.  

 

Figure 21. Month-to-Month Trend of Net Plant Output at Loci Site C, Years 2017 through 

2019. 

 Another approach to assess the effect of the Loci system lies in a review of energy 

conversion plant downtime. As discussed previously, LFG-to-energy projects have strict 

specifications that must be met – which are more stringent in high-BTU applications than 

electricity generation applications – thus, the quality of inlet LFG is critical. We reviewed 

operating records of the LFG energy plan system at Site B (a high BTU LFG-to-energy project), 

which included daily values of gas composition, plant uptime as a percentage of a 24-hr day, and 

written comments on each date on which the plant experienced a planned or unplanned outage. 

We isolated all instances where the plant shutdown cause was a non-damage-related wellfield 

gas quality issue – representing but one of several reasons for the plant shutdown (others include 

routine maintenance, new well installation, gas compressor issues, scrubber system repairs, and 

others). We further reviewed operating records of Site B to evaluate plant downtime, with a 

focus on causes associated with out-of-specification inlet LFG quality. In our review, we noted 

“inlet LFG quality” causes of downtime falling into two different categories: (i) those caused by 

a major wellfield construction effort or explicitly-identified damage to a well or header line, and 

(ii) those caused by an unacceptable increase in O2, N2, or a decline in CH4 concentration. We 
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removed type (i) from consideration and only focused on causes of shutdown that were not 

associated with any construction or damage, which we take to be a proxy for overall wellfield 

management and quality of gas absent any major event. 

 Figure 22 portrays an accumulation of downtime hours dating back to 2016, and Table 2 

summarizes the specific downtime amounts. Two critical events are shown in Figure 22: the 

installation of an initial tranche of 60 Loci system units in July 2017 and the installation of an 

additional 140 Loci units in December 2018. Further, December 2018 also marked the roll-out of 

Loci’s Aggregate Gas Composition algorithm that enables batch adjustment to wellfield valves 

based on inlet flow measurements. Figure 22 shows a decline in the magnitude and frequency of 

downtime events after the initial installation of 60 Loci units and an even more dramatic 

decrease after the second batch of Loci units. As summarized in Table 2, the plant experienced 

59.1 hours of downtime because of inlet gas quality in the period between January 2017 and July 

2017, and 30.3 hr of downtime from July 2017 through December 2018. Importantly, only 6.7 

and 6.2 hr of downtime were observed in 2018 and 2019, respectively. These data suggest that 

the Loci system stabilized overall gas quality from the wellfield and led to a substantial reduction 

in the amount of plant downtime.  

As shown in Table 2, Site B experienced a monthly average plant downtime (again, caused 

by poor inlet gas quality that was not the result of physical damage) of 3.28 hours. Since the 

initial installation of the Loci System in July 2017, Site B has experienced a monthly average 

plant downtime of 1.01 hours. Note that the initial installation in July 2017 represented 

approximately 20% of the total site LFG flow – the December 2018 Loci System expansion 

controlled flow of the bulk of the wellfield (approximately 75%). Considering plant downtime 

since December 2018, Site B has experienced an average monthly plan downtime of 0.5 hr.  
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Figure 22. Site B LFG Energy Plant Downtime Caused by Non-Damage-Related Poor Inlet 

LFG Quality. Red Lines Indicate Time Period of Major Loci System Installations. Total 

Loci System Count as of Late 2018 was 200, Representing Approximately 75% of All 

Wellfield Flow10.  

 

Table 2. Summary of Site B LFG-to-Energy Plant Downtime, By Year 

Year Hours of LFG-to-Energy Plant 

Downtime Because of Inlet Gas 

Quality 

2016 12.8 

2017 (Through July 1, 2017) 46.3 

2017 (July 1, 2017 (Initial Loci system installation 

occurred at 60 wells) through December 31, 2017) 

17.4 

 

10 Loci Systems, Personal Communication 
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Year Hours of LFG-to-Energy Plant 

Downtime Because of Inlet Gas 

Quality 

2018 (time period after installation of Loci system on 

an additional 140 wells) 

6.7 

2019 6.2 

 

Although the energy plant data we reviewed for Site D covered the period of January 1 

2019 through December 31 2019, thus precluding a detailed assessment akin to Site B, we did 

review a publication detailing year-over-year downtime statistics of winter 2018 and winter 

201911.  The manuscript reported total energy plan downtime attributable to out-of-specification 

inlet LFG concentration as being reduced 93% when doing pairwise comparisons of October 

through February in these years. This reported result is broadly consistent with that seen at Site 

B, whereby downtime changes were observed when the Loci system installation coverage 

comprised most the wellfield. As displayed in Figure 18, 70 of 98 wells had a Loci system 

installed by the end of October 2019, and the entire wellfield had Loci coverage by the end of 

December 2019. 

3.5 Comparing CH4 Quality at Loci Sites to Other Operating Landfills with 

GCCS in the US  

The CH4 concentration in 2018 measured at 847 MSW landfills with active GCCS in the 

US is shown in Figure 23. These data derive from data submitted by landfill operators to the 

Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program and reflect the average CH4 concentration of total collected 

gas flow measured in the year 2018. Overlain on the data are the positions of the three landfills 

with the Loci system analyzed here (one site did not have the Loci system installed until 2019), 

shown as red dots. The figure shows the measured CH4 concentration of the three Loci system 

sites are well above the median value across all open landfills in the year 2018 (n = 693 

landfills).  In fact, the measured CH4concentration places all three sites in the top decile (i.e., top 

 

11 Technical presentation at Solid Waste Association of North America, February 2019, and supplemental white 
paper.  
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10%) of all open landfills. Although data and installation timeframes preclude additional years of 

comparison, these results demonstrate that the concentration of CH4 as a percentage of LFG 

collected by GCCS with the Loci system are among the highest-performing sites on the basis of 

methane content.  

 

Figure 23. Collected Methane Concentration, Annual Average (Year 2018) for 847 MSW 

Landfills Reporting to the Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program. The Violin (Outer) Plots 

Represent the Overall Distribution Density of Data, While the Box-and-Whisker (Inner) 

Plots Show the Median, 25th and 75th Percentiles (i.e., the interquartile range (IQR)), and 

the whiskers represent 1.5 times the IQR. The Red Dots on the Figure Reflect Average CH4 

Concentration Measured at Three Sites with the Loci System (Two Points are Nearly Identical So 

they Appear to Overlap). 
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4 Conclusions 

 The principal focus of this analysis and report was to compare the performance of GCCS 

with the Loci system to the status quo of manual operations. We used an accumulation of 

evidence approach to examine data at the individual well and total system level. Further, we put 

results from the four sites examined in this study in the context of the broader population of more 

than 800 operating GCCS in the US. The following conclusions are provided: 

1. Number of Well Adjustments 

The Loci system makes a far greater number of adjustments to individual LFG 

collection wells compared to manual wellfield tuning. Standard practice for manual 

wellfield tuning normally follows US federal regulatory minima, which require once 

monthly measurement of individual LFG wells. Our analysis of measurement and 

adjustment records at one site where the Loci Controls system was installed found 

wells underwent 4.96 valve adjustments per day (95% confidence interval: 4.64 – 

5.28, n = 120 wells), which is approximately 15,000% greater than the standard, 

manual practice of one adjustment per well per month.  These results are generally 

consistent with operation of the Loci system in general and are not particular to the 

site analyzed. The collective effect of establishing setpoints that limit air intrusion, 

frequent measurements, and frequent adjustments toward setpoint, result in more 

effective CH4 collection and reduces the amount of air introduced into the LFG 

collection system. 

2. Methane Flow: Individual Landfill Gas Collection Wells 

Individual operating records of gas collection wells indicate moderate to strong 

increases in methane flow after the installation and operation of the Loci system. This 

observation is based on an evaluation of 124 wells across two sites with substantive 

historical records.  Further, the Loci system was shown to avoid extended periods 

where little or no gas is collected from a given well, an outcome attributable to the 

algorithm-based automated well adjustment system that increases or decreases 

vacuum applied to the collection well on the basis of frequent measurement of gas 

concentration and other parameters. 

3. Methane Flow: System Wide 
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Totalized methane flow rate (representing cumulative flow from a landfill’s entire 

wellfield) showed a marked increase at each site following wide-scale deployment 

(approximately defined as controlling 75% or more of available landfill gas flow12) 

and operation of the Loci system. The near-term performance improvement after Loci 

system installation generally ranged from a 13% to 24% increase in methane flow or 

associated energy plant output, which is the most useful measure of performance 

improvement. Totalized data exhibited variability consistent with normal wellfield 

conditions (e.g., well damage, wells filling with liquid, seasonal weather changes, and 

other factors), but the Loci system further enabled stable and increasing performance 

over time, even when controlling for the installation of new gas collection wells. 

These performance improvements were attributed to the greater degree of control 

enabled by the system, the increased “visibility” of well conditions that enable near-

real-time adjustments, and the automated, 24 hour per day, well adjustment capability 

on an individual and whole-wellfield basis. 

4. Operational Downtime 

Operating data from one site with substantial, historical energy production plant 

records showed a marked decline in the number of operating hours lost because of 

poor inlet gas quality after installation of the Loci system. In the 18 months prior to 

the first major Loci system installation, the plant experienced 59.1 hr of downtime 

attributable to poor inlet gas quality (µ ≈ 3 hr of monthly downtime) and in the 30 

months after the first major Loci system installation, the plant experienced 30.3 hr of 

downtime (µ ≈ 1 hr of monthly downtime). The first full year of extensive Loci 

system installation (year 2019) showed even better performance (µ ≈ 0.5 hr of 

monthly downtime). 

5. Maintenance of Anaerobic Conditions (CH4:CO2 Ratio) 

Operating data at wells with the Loci system were found to consistently maintain 

levels of CH4 relative to CO2 consistent with normal, “healthy” anaerobic waste 

decomposition conditions, which substantially reduces a site’s risk profile (e.g., risk 

 

12 This definition derives from available data reviewed in this four-site evaluation. Section 3 provides additional, 
relevant discussion. 
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associated with “overpulling” on the wellfield, leading to aerobic conditions and 

subsurface heating events) compared to manual operation, provided there is extensive 

wellfield coverage with the Loci system.  

6. Collected Methane Quality Compared to 800+ GCCS in the US 

Annual (year 2018) average site-wide CH4 concentrations at the three sites with the 

Loci system installed in year 2018 were in the top decile when compared to total 

average CH4 concentrations at 844 other operating MSW landfills in the US with 

active gas collection systems, indicating high performance relative to the broader 

population of operating landfill sites in terms of total collected gas quality. 

5 Limitations to Analysis 

PTP Informatics prepared this analysis and report under contract to Loci Controls and the 

report’s contents are intended for the sole use of Loci Controls. We necessarily relied on third-

party collected and supplied data (Loci Controls and its client landfill sites) and based our 

observations, analyses, and conclusions based on these data “as is”. No warranties, express or 

implied, are made regarding the validity of the aforementioned data, and PTP Informatics relied 

on this information “as is”.  

Although we used a series of approaches to evaluate the performance of the Loci system 

based on our experience and information gleaned from the supplied site data, some additional 

limitations must be noted which could have an effect on the direction and magnitude of evidence 

regarding gas collection system performance. Notably, well-specific data can greatly influence 

the performance of a given collection point.  Key factors include, but are not limited to, types of 

waste near the well; age of waste near the well; conditions relevant to the prevalence of bacterial 

consortia (e.g., moisture, temperature, nutrient mix and availability, and others); liquid build-up 

in the well; hydraulic conditions near the well including conductivity and permeability of waste 

and any associated cover materials. Additionally, the full mass balance considering all available 

gas (i.e., gas produced), gas captured, and gas emitted, is not available. In most cases, detailed 

and accurate data on most of these factors is either unknowable, impossible or impractical to 

measure, thus these are not limitations of the specific sites here but a general limitation in 
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evaluating all conditions influencing small- and large-scale factors influencing the performance 

of landfill gas recovery systems.  

Further, as with most operating MSW landfills, the sites analyzed here were not necessarily 

operated with strict research goals or protocols in mind (e.g., establishing strict “control” and 

“effect” conditions), which necessarily constrains comparative analyses. However, the author has 

experience with some of the most heavily-controlled, full-scale MSW landfill research 

experiments in the US and notes that even purpose-built research project landfill sites share 

many of the same limitations described above.  It is for these reasons that, in this and future 

evaluations, an accumulation of different evidence should be used to draw inferences regarding 

reasonable bands of performance differential between systems (e.g., manual versus automated 

systems), as confounding factors will exist in most cases regardless of the system set and scale 

analyzed.  

6 Author Biosketch 

The analysis presented in this report was prepared by Jon Powell, Ph.D., P.E., CEO of PTP 

Informatics, LLC. Jon’s experience spans 17 years in the waste and materials management space 

as an entrepreneur, engineer, designer, and educator. He has led more than 250 technical projects 

spanning waste facility design, material flow modeling, GCCS design, GCCS operation, 

assessments of subsurface oxidation/heating events, life-cycle analysis, law and policy review, 

and many others for a variety of public- and private-sector organizations. He has authored or co-

authored 20 peer-reviewed papers on an assortment of waste and materials topics including 

hydraulic properties of waste, aerobic and anaerobic decomposition kinetics and air emissions, 

liquids addition design and performance, GCCS performance, dynamic disposal models, 

groundwater impacts, municipal and industrial byproduct reuse, and life-cycle analysis of 

various waste processes. He is the co-author of Sustainable Practices for Landfill Design and 

Operation (Springer Nature), holds a Ph.D. in Chemical and Environmental Engineering (Yale 

University) and an M.E. and B.S. in Environmental Engineering Sciences (University of 

Florida), and is a licensed Professional Engineer in Florida (Active), Connecticut (Inactive), and 

Puerto Rico (Inactive).   
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This report was subject to external peer review by Mr. Judd Larson, P.E.  He is an 

environmental engineer with more than 15 years of research and practice spanning a range of 

environmental- and waste-related areas including bioreactor landfill design and operation, solid 

and hazardous waste design and engineering, wastewater treatment plant design and engineering, 

air quality analysis, groundwater remediation, and environmental life cycle analyses. He earned 

his B.S. and M.E. from the University of Florida and will complete his Ph.D. at the University of 

Wyoming in 2020. 
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memo 
1 Independent Contractor: Judd Larson, P.E. 

To: Jon Powell, Ph.D., P.E., Chief Executive Officer, PTP Informatics 

From:  Judd Larson, P.E. 

Date: April 22, 2020 

Re: Technical Peer Review of “Draft Loci Controls System Performance Assessment”  

 

This memo is submitted as partial fulfilment of the following scope of work: 

Provide technical support to include peer review of the draft document: “Draft Loci Controls 

System Performance Assessment”. 

The primary objectives of the peer review are to confirm that the approach taken to analyzing 

and presenting the information is scientifically valid and that the results are technically sound.  

The deliverables include: 

1)  a brief memorandum summarizing the review and any general and/or critical comments along 

with recommendations. 

2)  a track-changes (Word) version of the document markup including any additional comments. 

(3)  if provided, a completed Client specified peer reviewer form addressing the content & scope, 

apparent validity of analytical technique(s) used, and soundness of conclusions. 

This memo is Deliverable 1. Deliverable 2 is likewise attached within the same e-mail 

correspondence. The contents of a Deliverable 3 are presented within this memo, however, if 

provided by the Client, a peer review form will also be completed and submitted. 

The following is my review and any general or critical comments, as well as recommendations:  



 

  
  

Assessment of Content and Scope 

According to this report, the scope of the authors was the following: 

“Loci Controls contracted with PTP Informatics, LLC to examine operational and performance 

data of the Loci system at four operating landfill sites, each of which have a landfill gas-to-

energy project (three high-BTU and one electricity generation). The data and performance 

assessment covered three areas standalone review of the: (i) operation and performance of the 

Loci system, (ii) operation of the Loci system relative to status quo operation of manual landfill 

gas wellfield management, and (iii) orientation of gas system performance at the four Loci 

system sites within the larger population of US MSW landfills with active landfill gas collection 

systems.” 

This report met the scope requested. 

Organization and Presentation: 

The report was well organized and well written with few grammatical corrections. Graphs and 

tables were neatly presented.  

Quality of data and validity of analytical techniques: 

To the extent that the data quality could be assessed without access to the raw data, the data 

quality and analytical techniques appear to be sound.  

Soundness of Conclusions: 

All major conclusions appear to be supported by the data. There are a few minor instances where 

I ask the author to consider adding qualifying remarks regarding some interpretations of the data. 

These are outlined in the table of comments below. 

Editorial Quality: 

The report was well written with few grammatical errors.    

 

Peer Review Table of Comments 



 

  
  

The following table of comments are only those reflective of significant modifications and/or 

suggestions that would impact the author’s presentation or conclusions of the report material. 

Comments regarding corrections or potential improvements of grammar or report organization 

have been left out of the table of comments, however, they reside in the Track Changes version 

of the MS Word document. A response column has been included for later inclusion of the 

author’s responses. These comments are best viewed along with the Track Changes version of 

this report (Deliverable 2). 

 

Page Judd Larson, P.E. Comment PTP Informatics Response 

1 Regarding point 1 of key observations from 

this analysis: I calculated 15,086.7% 

(~15,000%) greater valve adjustments per 

month: [(4.96*365)/(1*12)]*100% 

We modified all references to 

be 15,000% - our previous 

figure of 14,800% was based 

on a simplified 30-day month. 

2 Regarding point 3 of key observations from 

this analysis: Consider changing 25% to 24% 

to better reflect the information provided in the 

body of the report. Specifically: Per the 

paragraph immediately following Figure 20, 

the stated near-term performance 

improvements were 13% to 24%. 

We changed this value to 

reflect actual (24%, not 25%). 

3 Regarding point 3 of key observations from 

this analysis: Consider adding, “or associated 

energy plant output” to better reflect what data 

this observation was based on (per Figure 21). 

We added language reflecting 

this comment. 



 

  
  

Page Judd Larson, P.E. Comment PTP Informatics Response 

8 Regarding the author’s discussion of how 

operation of gas collectors is a key factor in gas 

collection performance and that gas collector 

design is limited in bettering gas collection 

performance due to an abundance of 

environmental variables: The following 

comment is a bit of a reach at this point, as it is 

too early to say, but an assemblage of 

optimized operational data, from such a control 

system as Loci Controls, along with LFG 

collector attributes could potentially be used to 

determine better LFG collector designs. (not 

changes necessary here, just (hopefully) a 

helpful insight) 

Although we don’t 

necessarily disagree with the 

reviewer’s assertion that far 

better data (such as that 

provided by the Loci Controls 

system) could inform better 

GCCS design, this question 

was not explored in detail and 

including this comment 

would be speculative at this 

point. This could be an area 

of exploration for Loci 

Controls or its partners in the 

future. 

11 For the paragraph immediately after Figure 5, 

consider adding the phrase, “, the latter based 

on models” to clarify that the total produced 

gas is determined from model equations. 

We address the use of models 

in Gas production later in the 

report, so we left this section 

unchanged. 

12 Figure 6 is missing a citation. This figure was developed by 

PTP Informatics during this 

project from data reported to 

the GHGRP and is referenced 

as part of the text. 

13 Total N for closed + open landfills is 847 (i.e., 

154 + 693). This is slightly short (17) of the 

864 total landfills noted in the caption of 

Figure 6. This is not a big issue, but wanted to 

bring attention to it, in case this discrepancy 

may point to a slight error. 

We modified the numbers in 

the report to reflect this 

discrepancy. 



 

  
  

Page Judd Larson, P.E. Comment PTP Informatics Response 

13 Figure 7 is missing a citation. This figure was developed 

during this project from data 

reported to the GHGRP. 

14 The caption of Figure 8 appears to be 

incomplete. 

We added language to 

complete the figure caption. 

15 The paragraph following the bulleted list of 

fundamental aspects of the Loci system reads, 

“A simple example here is if measurement at a 

header pipe (e.g., at a point just prior to 

entering an energy conversion plant) shows 

less-than-desired LFG quality, multiple valves 

may be closed to bring the BTU content back 

above the site’s specified threshold.” Consider 

adjusting the wording to “partially closed” (i.e., 

throttled to reduce flow). This may be an 

important clarifying modification. As it 

currently reads, a potential client may get 

concerned that the Loci system may cause a 

landfill to be out of compliance with 

regulations by shutting gas collector well 

valves to reach a BTU goal.   

We added language to clarify 

that “closed” doesn’t mean 

“fully closed”, but is rather an 

incremental 

adjustment/throttling. 

17 Same comment as in the Executive Summary 

on page 1: I calculated 15,086.7% (~15,000%) 

greater: [(4.96*365)/(1*12)]*100%. However, 

if you assume 30 days/month, then the 

14,800% is mathematically accurate. If you 

assumed 30.42 days/month (365/12), 15,000% 

is mathematically accurate. Either way, it is 

splitting hairs. 

We modified all references to 

be 15,000%. 



 

  
  

18 Consider adding an additional analysis with 

these data that take into account the variability 

of the 5 pre and 5 post Loci installation LFG 

well methane flow rates. A difference in mean 

values based on a sample may or may not 

represent a true difference in performance. A 

pre and post-installation t-test (with or without 

assuming homoscedasticity – depending on an 

F-test) would better tell if these differences in 

means are indeed significant differences 

(typically conducted at 95% confidence). Such 

an analysis may also show that the seven wells 

that had reduced average CH4 flow rates, may 

have not had significant differences (meaning 

there may not have been any difference in 

performance). Note: There would be no need to 

run a t-test on the four wells that had pre-

installation CH4 flow rates of zero since there 

would be no variation in pre-installation 

measured flow and therefore any post-

installation positive flow would be considered 

different.   

 

Additionally, reading this section as a skeptic, 

I’d be interested in knowing what the other 

GEM readings were as well. Did adjusting the 

CH4 flow rates by the Loci system result in any 

other notable changes in GEM readings (e.g., 

oxygen, carbon dioxide, balance gas)? Further, 

what was the range of time that the 5 

The pre- and post-evaluation 

data reflect various points in 

time – thus, t-test 

construction would only tell 

part of the story and 

regardless of whether 

‘statistical significance’ is 

identified, would carry little 

practical significance given 

the aforementioned 

shortcomings with infrequent 

(monthly) well measurement. 

We deliberately focused 

discussion on methane and 

did not explore effects of 

other non-methane gases in 

this part of the analysis 

(evident effects on collected 

gas stability within anaerobic 

range, for example).   

 

We stated previously in the 

report that the data reflect 

approximately monthly GEM 

readings, so the time period 

reflects at least 

(approximately) four months 

of data, which 

reflects/encompasses five 

total individual readings at a 

minimum.  



 

  
  

Page Judd Larson, P.E. Comment PTP Informatics Response 

measurements were taken over, pre and post-

installation. Was it 5 months? 

19 Same comments as above (for page 18), 

regarding the application of a t-test for each 

well comparison (pre and post-installation), 

only for the data presented in Figure 12. 

See comment above. 

20 Consider modifying the description, “watering 

out” for a less ambiguous term. 

We modified language to 

indicate well filling with 

liquid rather than the jargon 

term. 

21 For the Figure 13 caption: Consider adding a 

note about what the red line in the top graph 

represents (installation of the Loci system). 

Added definition of red line 

in the figure caption. 

24 The paragraph immediately following Figure 

16 reads: “Although most of the data appear to 

be points, each mark represents the mean plus 

the 95% CI – thus, all wells fall within the 

ideal anaerobic range for operating gas wells, 

and do so quite consistently over time.” If 

accepting my recommendation regarding 

Figure 17 to adjust the y-axis scaling to make 

more visible the data points and 95% 

confidence bars, revise the sentence 

accordingly. 

The presentation of data was 

chosen to illustrate the tight 

range of many individual data 

points, so the figure was 

unaltered. 



 

  
  

Page Judd Larson, P.E. Comment PTP Informatics Response 

24 The paragraph immediately following Figure 

16 reads: “These results are broadly consistent 

with previously-displayed individual well 

results that reflect the rapid opening and 

closing of valves in response to specified 

setpoints.” If accepting my recommendation 

regarding Figure 17, to add the average valve 

adjustments per month as a secondary y-axis, I 

recommend discussing that data here to more 

explicitly make this point. 

See comment above – no 

adjustments were made to the 

figure. Discussion earlier in 

the text documents the 

number of well adjustments 

(including the figure for one 

of the sites), so addition of 

the secondary axis as 

suggested is extraneous as the 

point had already been made. 



 

  
  

Page Judd Larson, P.E. Comment PTP Informatics Response 

25 Consider the following adjustments to Figure 

17: 

1) Use a darker color for the points and 95% 

confidence interval bars. 

2) If wanting to make the 95% confidence 

interval bars more visible, consider adjusting 

the y-axis to start at 1.0 at the x-axis 

intersection with the same upper bound to 

effectively zoom in on the data.  

3) To better make the point, in the relative text, 

that use of the Loci System caused these 

methane to carbon dioxide ratios, consider 

adding a secondary y-axis to plot the average 

valve adjustments per month for each well such 

that the secondary data can be clearly seen (in a 

different color and/or use a different style – 

e.g., bars, and should lie above or below the 

methane to carbon dioxide ratio data to not 

obstruct it).  

4) Consider adding the average timeframe that 

the methane to carbon dioxide ratios are 

measured over within the caption. 

Again, see responses above. 

We added language to the 

text to indicate the total 

number of measurements 

reflected in the data set in this 

figure. 



 

  
  

Page Judd Larson, P.E. Comment PTP Informatics Response 

26 For Figure 18, the caption reads, “Plot of 

instantaneous daily cumulative methane flow 

rate measurements over time and indication of 

Loci System installation (Site D) and 

new/replacement gas collection well 

installation.” Consider the following caption 

modifications for clarity, “Plot of instantaneous 

daily cumulative total GCCS methane flow rate 

measurements over time (points) and, 

indication ofnew Loci System units installation 

installed (bars)(Site D) and new/replacement 

gas collection well installation (notations) at 

Site D.” 

We adjusted the language to 

improve clarity. 

28 For Figure 19: For ease of reading, consider 

darkening the x and y-axes’ numbers and 

making the font larger. Also consider replacing 

the words “Cumulative” with “Total GCCS” 

within the caption for clarity, since 

“Cumulative” could be misinterpreted as 

temporally additive instead of spatially additive 

as it is intended here. 

We adjusted the figure to 

improve aesthetics and clarity 

as suggested, along with 

caption. 



 

  
  

Page Judd Larson, P.E. Comment PTP Informatics Response 

29 In the paragraph immediately following Figure 

20, consider adding the qualifying phrase, “and 

in more cases than not,” for the claim that “a 

consistent increasing trend is observed, 

approximately on the order of nearly 13% to 

24%.” I believe adding this phrase is more 

accurate considering that two of the six months 

showed (in Figure 21) lower increases in net 

plant output (based on methane production) of 

1.6% and 5.7%. 

We inserted language to 

clarify this point. 

30 Regarding Figure 21: I believe this is a more 

telling graph than the previous figure (Figure 

20) since landfill gas generation varies with 

ambient conditions (i.e., seasons – as noted 

earlier), so this figure allows you to compare 

apples to apples (effectively accounting for 

seasonal variation). Another interesting point is 

that since no additional waste was placed at 

this site during the graphed time frame, there 

would be an expected negative temporal trend 

of methane production, but after the Loci 

system was installed there was a positive trend. 

(No change necessary) 

We appreciate the comment, 

no change needed. 

31 Regarding Figure 22: For ease of reading, 

consider darkening the x and y-axes’ numbers 

and making the font larger. Also consider 

making the bars wider and a darker or brighter 

color. 

We adjusted aesthetics as 

suggested. 



 

  
  

Page Judd Larson, P.E. Comment PTP Informatics Response 

32 Regarding Table 2: Consider adding 

superscripts at “2017 (July 1, 2017 through 

December 31, 2017)” and “2017 (July 1, 2017 

through December 31, 2017)” with associated 

footnotes explaining the phased installations of 

Loci systems. 

We added clarifying language 

as suggested directly within 

the table. 

33 Consider the following changes to Figure 23: 

1) Move the figure to appear after the text 

introducing it. 

2) Darken the x-axis and y-axis numbers and 

make the fonts larger.  

3) Use different shape markers for the 3 

landfill sites to better show the three points, as 

it only looks like two points due to 

overlapping. 

We note that two of the three 

data points are very close to 

one another, so we added 

language in the caption 

reflecting this.  

34 Regarding point 1 of the conclusions: If 

accepting my previously suggested calculation 

modification (in the Executive Summary and in 

Section 3.1), make that change here as well. I 

calculated 15,086.7% (~15,000%) greater 

valve adjustments per month: 

[(4.96*365)/(1*12)]*100% 

See response above to the 

adjustment we made to reflect 

the comment throughout the 

report. 

35 Regarding point 3 of the conclusions: If 

accepting my previously suggested correction 

noted in the Executive Summary, change 25% 

to 24% to better reflect the information 

provided in the body of the report. Specifically: 

Per the paragraph immediately following 

Figure 20, the stated near-term performance 

improvements were 13% to 24%. 

We accepted this comment 

and revised the text 

accordingly. 



 

  
  

Page Judd Larson, P.E. Comment PTP Informatics Response 

35 Regarding point 3 of the conclusions: If 

accepting my previously suggested 

modification noted in the Executive Summary, 

add, “or associated energy plant output” to 

better reflect the data this observation was 

based on (per Figure 21). 

We accepted this comment 

and revised the text 

accordingly. 

36 and 37 Regarding the last two paragraphs: I 

wholeheartedly agree with your assessment 

here on the limitations and need for an 

accumulation of different evidence to aid in 

making strong inferences regarding the impact 

of landfill technologies. It is the nature of the 

beast that is field work. 

We appreciate the reviewer 

comment. 

 

 


